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Abstract — The entire humanity needs a vehicle to
travel from one place to another. Obviously a new
model vehicle is manufactured by the manufacturing
companies to attract its customers every day. All the
manufactured vehicles have different advantages, when
compared with one another. In this case, we introduce
another added advantage to the vehicle is establishing
inter vehicle wireless communication in VANET and
preventing it from the hackers. This type of inter
vehicle wireless communication among vehicles that
are moving faster on the road will lead safety and
increase Quality of Service (QoS) to the passengers.
The proposed wireless inter vehicle communication
will allow vehicles to inter change messages from one
vehicle to another vehicle with the help of network
communication and prevents the communication from
the hackers.
Index Terms — Network, Security, Communication,
Bluetooth, VANET, Quality of Service (QoS)

vehicles. However, this sort of helping units are not
that much helpful to the vehicles, while they move
faster on the road side. So in this paper we introduce a
new way of communication among vehicles for better
communication for the safety of the passengers. This
wireless communication will also increase the quality
of service among the vehicles, when they were able to
interchange messages with one another.
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Figure 1: Inter Vehicle Communication
I.

INTRODUCTION

Making two or more devices (nodes) communicating
with on another is called network communication.
Similarly forming two or more vehicles to
communicate with one another is known as VANET.
This VANET communication can be formed by the
wireless technologies. Establishing communication
between vehicles is to bring out or increase the safety
of the passengers along with vehicle. On the road side
we could find some of the helping units called Road
Side Unit, which passes some sort of information to the
Copyright © 2013 MECS

The above Figure 1 shows the simple model of how
inter vehicle wireless communication can be formed
and message is transferred among them. As shown in
the figure, when communication is established among
vehicles that help a lot to communicate with one
another at the emergency situations, such as no fuel,
break down and even vehicle is hijacked by the
hijackers. So it is fair to model a network
communication in VANET to bring out the safety of
the passengers, who are all travel in it. In this paper we
model a network communication among vehicles using
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Bluetooth technology and also we propose a vital
scheme to prevent our modeling network
communication from the Bluetooth hackers.

II.

RELATED WORK

VANET can be formed with vehicles that move on
the roads. The VANET is similar to MANET [6],
where the nodes in MANET can move at random and
in VANET the nodes (Vehicles) can be only on the
road [6]. VANET needs protocol to pass the message
from one vehicle to another vehicle; however the same
protocol which is used in MANET can also be utilized
in VANET [7]. The previous works carried out in
VANET by the researches concentrated how to
improve the communication between the vehicles and
the road side unit and also clustering based
communication between vehicles. These road side
units will give the information to the vehicles about the
nearest petrol bank, motels, atm centers and the
direction of the road status. However these road side
units on the road will just give some sort of
information to the vehicles but it will be good if we
could make the vehicles to communicate with one
another on the road always. Thus this paper proposes a
new methodology to establish a network
communication using Bluetooth technology and
preventing the network communication from the
Bluetooth hackers. Prevention of any network
modeling communication from the hackers is really a
challenge to the researchers. The Bluetooth device can
be hacked easily compare with other communication
devices. However we bring out the new schemes to
prevent our network communication safer and prevent
it from the hackers. The proposed scheme will retain
all the security constraints to prevent it from the
hackers and to improve the quality of service always.
The proposed methodology could be evaluated with the
performance of inter vehicle wireless communication.

III.

vehicle. Every communication must be prevented from
the hackers to provide secure communication. In the
proposed
architecture,
we
model
network
communication among vehicles and prevent the
communication network from the hackers. As our
network communication model works with the
Bluetooth technology, it is compulsory for all the
vehicles manufactured with the Bluetooth device in it.
Bluetooth device of each vehicle must be switched on
to communicate with other vehicles, while moving on
the road.

Vehicle B
Vehicle A

Scanning
for
Vehicles

Vehicle C

Vehicle D

Selecting a vehicle to
communicate from list of
available vehicles.

ARCHITECTURE

The figure 2 describes the entire model of our
proposed system. In our architecture, we form network
communication with vehicles and allow the vehicles to
pass message and communicate with one another.
Network communication can be modeled as shown in
our architecture with the help of Bluetooth technology.
Since our architecture works with Bluetooth
technology, it is possible for the Bluetooth hackers to
hack the vehicle and pass the message to the vehicles
without the intervention of the passengers of the
Copyright © 2013 MECS
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Figure 2: Inter Vehicle Communication & Preventing it from
Hackers.
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IV.

PREVENTING FROM HACKERS

A. Master and Slave Key Sharing
Establishment of secure communication and
preventing the communication from the hackers our
architecture uses sharing of master key and slave key
between the vehicles. When a vehicle wants to
communicate with another vehicle (Master), it should
send the connection request to the particular vehicle.
Once the request is received in the other vehicle
(Slave), it will be asked to share a master key, if the
vehicle is willing to accept the communication request.
This key sharing is known as master key sharing. After
entering the master key the response will be sent back
to the communication requested vehicle (Slave) and the
entered master key is displayed on the screen of the
vehicle. This same master key should be entered by the
Copyright © 2013 MECS
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Every communication must be securable and should
be prevented from the hackers. In our architecture
model as shown in the figure 2, we establish the
network communication only after successfully
authenticating the vehicle. It would be easy for the
hackers to hack the vehicle, if we allow the vehicles to
communicate with one another without authentication.
In order to provide high security to our communication,
we allow the network communication only if the
vehicles are authenticated successfully. As elaborated
in the figure 2, the vehicle wishes to establish a
network communication with other vehicle, searches
for the available vehicles. Once the vehicles are
searched successfully the vehicle selects a vehicle for
communication. The communication request is sent to
the selected vehicle for approval. If the vehicle is
approved and authenticated successfully, the
communication will be established between vehicles to
pass the message between each other. If the vehicle is
not authenticated successfully the communication will
be disconnected immediately. This type of
authenticated communication will prevent the network
communication from the hacker. As we know, the
network communication established between vehicles
is to pass message and extend some sort of help from
the other vehicles during the emergency cases. If
communication
is
allowed
without
proper
authentication, it will be an advantage to the hackers to
hack the device and pass wrong information to the
vehicle, which will divert the control of the vehicle and
lead to major accidents even. The ultimate aim of our
architecture is to model a network communication and
prevent our communication from the Bluetooth hackers.

communication requested (Slave) vehicle. This key
sharing type is called slave key sharing. Master key
and the slave key are checked and if both values are
matched (Same values) the communication will be
established, otherwise the communication will not be
established.

VEHICLE A

A. Communication Model
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Figure 3: Communication by Sharing Maste Key and Slave
Key

The above figure 3 shows, how inter vehicle
wireless communication is established between
vehicles by sharing master and slave keys. The master
and slave keys are set of values within the numeric
values from 0 to 9 as shown below.
Mi = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}
Si = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}
The Master Key Mi can be any combination of
values from the set and similarly the Slave key S i
should be the same value of Mi to establish the
communication and prevent the communication from
the hackers. If mismatch is identified between Mi and
Si the communication will be disconnected to maintain
the securable communication and prevent the
communication from the hackers.

V.

IMPLEMENTATION

A. Pseudo code
Vehicle V
V searches other V for communication
V sends communication request to another V1
V1 enters the Master Key (Mi)
Response comes back to V with the Master Key (M i)
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V enters the Slave Key (S i)
If (Mi == Si)
{
Authenticated successfully and communication is
established
}
Else
{
Authentication failed and communication is
disconnected
}
The presented pseudo code describes the overall
process of our architecture and how the communication
is modeled and the entire architecture is prevented
from the hackers.
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Figure 4: Single to Single Communication
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B. Performance Evaluation
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The performance of our architecture can be
evaluated by the following metrics.
 Inter Vehicle Communication
 Reducing Authentication Delay
 Vehicle to Mobile Communication
A. Inter Vehicle Communication
The first metric of our architecture is, inter vehicle
communication. This metric will prove how our
architecture is efficient among vehicles to pass
message while they are moving on the roads. The
previous section explained how communication
between vehicles could be established by using the
technology of master key and slave key sharing. The
main advantage of forming a network communication
among vehicle is to exchange some essential messages
to other vehicles during the emergency situations. The
establishment of our network communication should be
prevented from the hackers. We make use high
securable authentication technology to prevent the
hacking our technology. The metric inter vehicle
communication can be classified into various
categories, which are listed below.
 Single to Single Vehicle Communication
 Single to Many Vehicle Communication
 Many to Single Vehicle Communication
 Many to Many Vehicle Communication
As classified above the inter vehicle communication
metric can be evaluated to prove the efficiency of our
architecture. Our architecture allows any vehicle can
communicate with any number of vehicles at a time,
but the only case is all the vehicle communication
should be authenticated properly in order to prevent the
communication from the hackers. The following
diagram represents the entire communication model of
our first metric inter vehicle communication.
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Figure 5: Single to Many Communication
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Figure 6: Many to Single Communication
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The above figures 4, 5, 6, and 7 shows how inter
vehicle communication is achieved. In this metric any
vehicle could transfer any type of message to any
vehicle, while moving on the road. That is, same
message could be sent to more vehicles at a time
simultaneously, this metric will be helpful to get
immediate help from more vehicles. Ultimately, this
metric has more securable communication and brings
the safety of the passengers by communicating with
other vehicles on the roads.

Vehicle A
Sends Communication Request

Meanwhile Vehicle A is allowed to type the
message.
Communication Request reached.
Vehicle B

B. Reducing Authentication Delay
Delay is the most intolerable action in every
technology. The efficiency of every technology is
estimated by the delay occurred in it. The delay must
be reduced to increase the efficiency of every
technology. In this paper, our architecture allows to
form network communication only after every vehicle
is authenticated successfully. Obviously authentication
process will take time and the delay will occur to
establish a network communication. However the
authentication delay must be reduced to improve the
efficiency of the proposed network communication
system. In order to reduce the authentication delay, we
bring out background authentication process, which
will reduce the authentication delay ultimately. The
working nature of our background authentication
process is described below with neat diagram.
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Figure 8: Reducing Authentication Delay

The figure 8 shows, how authentication delay is
reduced in our proposed architecture. Vehicle A wants
to communicate
with vehicle B and sends the
communication request. However, vehicle B should be
willing to accept the communication request sent by
vehicle A and vehicle B should share the master key Mi
and vehicle A also should share the slave key S i before
passing any message between each other. It will take
time to complete the authentication process. In order to
reduce the delay occurs by the authentication process,
we allow the vehicle to start typing the message in
prior time, which will be passed to other vehicle. That
is, as shown in the figure 8 vehicle A sends
communication request to vehicle B and after sending
the request, vehicle A starts typing the message
immediately before authentication process takes place.
Once vehicle B shares the master key Mi vehicle A will
Copyright © 2013 MECS
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be asked to share the slave key S i by suspending
message typing process temporarily. Authentication
takes place after sharing the slave key by vehicle A by
matching the Mi and Si. If authentication is successful,
the vehicle will be allowed continue typing otherwise
the typed message will be discarded. Thus as stated
above, the background authentication process
evaluated in our architecture will reduce the
authentication delay ultimately.
C. Vehicle to Mobile Communication
Another metric provided by our architecture is form
network communication between vehicles and mobile
phones. This metric will also bring the safety of the
passengers, while travelling on the road. Forming
network communication between vehicles and mobile
phones will also helpful to pass the communication
messages, when they in need of help. The reverse of
the metric is also possible in our architecture that is,
communication between mobile phones and vehicles.
The establishment of network communication between
vehicles and mobile phones will follow the same
methodology used in forming network communication
between
vehicles.
Similarly
the
network
communication will be established only after
authenticating both vehicles and mobile phones. The
same authentication process will be carried forward by
matching the master key Mi and slave key Si. This
metric brings communication between vehicles and
mobile phones and allows exchanging messages with
one another, whenever needed.

VI.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we modeled network communication
between vehicles and also we brought out network
communication between vehicles and mobile phones.
We studied the comprehensive characteristics of
vehicles moving on the road and Bluetooth technology.
We form the network communication among vehicles
using Bluetooth technology. In order to provide
securable communication between vehicles and
prevent our network architecture from the hackers, we
have provided securable communication between
vehicles by authenticating the vehicles in a securable
manner. Our authentication process takes place by
matching the master key and slave key shared by the
vehicles. We have also provided background
authentication mechanism to reduce the authentication
delay. Our mechanism works well and it is evaluated
by the metrics provided.
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